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Oasis, Games, Contests, Prizes
People enjoy playing and winning. This makes better outcomes for all.
OASIS and everything in it is a Win-Win Game
There is a myriad of games on the internet. They come and go. We are doing something different.
It’s all about giving people goals to compete for, and to collaborate with one another for, and to enjoy
in more ways than just a material and/or financial prize, although these aspects are definitely part of
the

OASIS Contest
Here in this collage is a perspective about what is planned for a very real contest with real prizes.
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The Contest will be open to all registered users of Terra, the Oasis worldspace.
The Contest Prize has a number of elements, and there is a series of prizes of different types, and one
ultimate prize that will have an extraordinarily high value in both money and more. The “more” will be
explained further and later in the course of revealing details of the Contest and the Prize.
Suffice it to say that the winner or winners (because it can and almost certainly will require a team
effort by two or even several more individuals) will acquire great personal wealth of the visible and
tradeable kind, as well as in other forms that can be measured in terms of influence and power within
social circles and indeed, within society as a whole.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
When there are the requisite minimum number of users (somewhere in the range between approx. 123
million to 440 million; details still to-be-determined) who are registered and measured to be “active” within
Terra, the Oasis World, with their individual and group spaces (their self-tailor-made 2D, 3D and 4D
personal spaces) then the Contest will Activate. We expect this to be within a year or two at most. All
details for the initial stage of the Contest will be revealed, and all functions and capabilities will be available
to those competing.
The monetary value of the Prize will be quite high and attractive to all Players. We cannot state at this
early date what the prizes will be. The value will be higher than those offered in all known other internet
and e-sport competitions. It may even exceed $1,000,000,000! We estimate that it will be considerably
higher. And remember - that will only be the monetary portion.
Winning involves finding five special objects within the Terra worldspace. Together they form what we term
a pentachoron or pentatope. That gets into geometry and topology – not for here and now! We cannot give
any clues too early in the Game!
These five objects may be thought of as “treasures” and they have unique characteristics. To find them is
not a matter of simply searching the internet or the Terran worldspace. There are several tasks requiring
learning and also teamwork. The Game is highly competitive, of course, but also collaborative.
We like the term, “coopertition” – cooperation with competition, and vice versa. In fact, some form of
collaboration will be essential. This is not a zero-sum game for anyone! No winner-take-all! In fact, there
will be truth in saying that everyone who plays fairly will win something and it will not be trivial!
Note well! This Contest will not be a lottery or the type where players must pay something (e.g., purchase
tickets, buy purchases, etc.) in order to play! In that sense it is Totally Free.
Similar to Pokemon Go in some respects, there are things to be Found in Special Places. But this does not
mean that they will be somewhere in a physical place – or only in a physical place!
There will be major challenges to your Mind. Riddles and riddles upon riddles, you can expect. And
adventures within the Oasis world, Terra, which is like this planet Earth but much, much more!
[The rest of this summary is being revised and reviewed – patience please]
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More coming soon...
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